March 27, 2020

Dear Discovery Center of Idaho Community,

The safety of our visitors, volunteers, staff and community remains our highest priority. To help limit the spread of COVID-19, and in keeping with Governor Little’s stay home order, the Discovery Center of Idaho will continue to be closed to the public until it is safe to reopen.

We thank you for your understanding and encourage you to consider a gift or membership purchase to help us sustain our mission, support our staff and inspire lifelong interest in STEM during these uncertain times.

While the Center will remain closed to the public, administrative, and customer service staff will still be accessible by email and phone. If you have signed up for a camp, birthday party or field trip during the closure, our staff will be reaching out to you directly to make new arrangements and accommodations.

We encourage you to visit dcidaho.org for updates and to learn more about what you can experience when we reopen. And stay tuned for our emails which will provide ideas and resources for online learning opportunities, live streaming events from partner science centers and STEM organizations, as well as links to exciting activities to explore from your home.

Our collective efforts in the fight against COVID-19 are making a difference. We look forward to seeing you back at the Center soon.

Thank you for your ongoing support.

Sincerely,

Eric Miller
Executive Director

P.S. What would you like to see from the Discovery Center? What STEM resources or virtual experiences can we provide for you? Shoot us your ideas to webmail@dcidaho.org - all ideas are welcome!